
December 14, 2000

Mr. Bill Fitzpatrick, Manager 
Accreditation Training Department
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
700 Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia  30339-5957

Dear Mr. Fitzpatrick:

The October 4th, 2000, Generic Fundamentals Examination (GFE) was administered to 89
candidates at 14 facilities.  The examination operated smoothly and efficiently.  

The summary statistical results of this exam are as follows:  
 

BWR PWR

No. of examinees 11 78 
Mean score                     86.45 88.69
Median score 86.00 89.00
Standard Deviation 3.68 6.04
High score                     94 99
Low score                         82 73
Failures 0 5

PWR failures by facility:

Byron:      78, 74, 73  
San Onofre: 76
Millstone 3: 74

The statistical results of the BWR and PWR exams, e.g., mean scores and range were
consistent, stable, and in line with past GFE exam performance.  Overall exam difficulty level
(i.e., mean score) is targeted at 87.00, and actual BWR and PWR exam difficulty levels of 86.5
and 88.7, respectively are near to expected results and consistent with past GFE performance.  

Facility Comments and Answer Key Changes

Comments were received by 6 PWR facilities and referred to 7 PWR test items.  No BWR
facilities submitted comments.

BWR Examination

While no comments were received, the BWR answer key was changed to accept either B or C
for question 30/58 (form A/B) since it was a duplicate item of #28 on the PWR exam (See PWR
comments).



PWR Examination

Items 28 (B or C) and 93 (C or D) had two correct answers.  The final answer keys were
changed and grade reports were adjusted to give credit to applicants who chose either correct
answer.  These items were flawed and not included in the examination test bank.  

As in previous exams since February 1992, this exam was developed using the merged
INPO/NRC test bank from your catalogs.  In this regard, when we have drawn upon select items
from your catalogs, we revised those items to meet NRC testing needs for operational and
discriminant validity.  Overall, we believe this exam was a good product and a valid measure of
generic fundamental knowledge.  

Future Actions

George Usova recently spoke with Steve Hill, of your staff, regarding future actions for the NRC
GFE and the INPO GFE exam banks.  Based on their discussion, we  understand that you plan
to discontinue the updating and maintenance of your INPO GFE exam bank in lieu of our web-
based NRC GFE exam bank that is presently under development and which should be
operational on or around March 2001.  Although your INPO GFE exam bank contains many
more items than that contained in our NRC GFE, there are, nonetheless, a large number of test
item duplications between the two banks --- largely because you have been inputting NRC
validated test items into your INPO GFE bank since 1992.   We agree, therefore, that your
decision to discontinue your INPO GFE test bank is prudent since maintenance of your INPO
GFE exam bank would be a duplicative effort with that of our NRC GFE exam bank.  

In this regard, we would also encourage you to alert your member utilities to discontinue use of
any older (e.g., 1994 and earlier) INPO GFE hard copy exam bank catalogs that continue to
reside on the shelves of utility training departments.  Some of the test items contained in those
catalogs may be psychometrically problematic, but moreover, a number of the items contained
in those catalogs are not as operationally valid (performance based) as those contained in the
NRC GFE exam bank.  In short, our view is that your member utilities will be better served by
reviewing the NRC GFE exam bank alone which contains nearly 3200 (BWR and PWR)
validated and psychometrically sound test items.  

Nonetheless, and as we have routinely done, we are enclosing both BWR and PWR hard copies
of this exam as well as the floppy diskettes which contain the contents of this examination along
with its associated input data.  As agreed with Steve Hill, effective with the February 2001 GFE, 



we will discontinue sending you GFE computer diskettes since the NRC GFE test bank and all
subsequent examinations will be electronically accessible from the website; we will, however,
continue to forward you a final and corrected hard copy of the as-administered GFE exams, as
you have requested.  

If you have any questions, please contact George M. Usova at (301) 415-1064.

                                      Sincerely,

/RA/

Glenn M. Tracy, Chief
Operator Licensing, Human Performance
   and Plant Support Branch
Division of Inspection Program Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:  As stated
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